
3. MORPHOLOGY

3,1. Noun Morphology

The kinds of suffixes which occur with the stems define

the class of stems. Nouns in Purki may thus be defined on
the basis of the suffixes with which they occur. The
stems which can occur with case suffixes are nouns. These
stems will not however occur with tense suffixes.

3.1.1. Gender

The nouns which are animate are marked for gender in

Purki. Different suffixes are added with the noun stems in

order to denote the masculine and feminine gender. Unlike
Hindi and other Indo-Aryan languages, not all the nouns in

Purki are inflected for gender.

3.1.1.1. Masculine Gender

The morpheme which denotes masculine gender has two
allomorphs. The forms -p^o and ~o denote the masculien
gender. The form -o is found occurring with only one lexical

item.

baqp^o
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3.1.1.2. Feminine Gender

The morpheme -mo expresses feminine gender. It has two
allomorphs -mo and -/'. The allmorph -i occurs with only one

lexical item.

bomo



pa:ca



diu *it(inanimate)' diun 'they(inanimate)'

The personal pronominal system in Purki makes not only

the singular versus plural distinction but also exclusive and in-

clusive plural in the first person. The honorific versus

nonhonorific distinction is maintained in both the second and

third person. In the second person, both singular and plural

maintain the honorific versus nonhonorific distinction. The

pronoun k^eran is used when the hearer has a social status lower

than the speaker or is younger than the speaker. The pronoun

eran is used when the hearer has the higher or same status in

the society or is older than the speaker. As far as third person

is concerned in singular two forms are used, k^o denotes ani-

mate objects. It can be used to refer to both human beings and

animals. However, this form cannot be used to refer to inani-

mate objects. The plural form in third person is k^on. The

plural form k^on is used to refer to singular whenever the per.

son referred to has higher social status^or older than the speaker.

Otherwise the pronoun k'^o is used. It is necessary to recognise

not only the animate versus inanimate distinction but also

human versus non-human distinction under which the honorific

versus non-honorific distinction falls. The classification of the

pronominal system may be shown as



PERSONAL PRONOUNS

First Person Second Person

Singular

I

na

T

Plural Singular

I

I

Plural

Third Person

I

I

"I

Inclusive Exclusive Honorific Non- Honorific Non- Animate Inanimate
I I I

Honorific I Honorific

iiatan na£a eran k^^eran en tan
'we' *you' 'you' ^you'

k^entan
'you'

Singu- Plural

lar
I

I I

diu diun
'it' nhey-

Honorific

k^on
'he/she'

Non
Honorific

I

1

Singular

k^o
*hc/she/it'

Plural

I

khoA
*they'

g

OS



3,2. V«rb Morphology

3.2.1. Main verbs

The stems which fall under the category of verb can be

defined on the basis of the suffixes^with which they occur. The

verbal sterns are capable of taking tense suffixes with or without

aspectual suffixes. This is an important criterion which

distinguishes verbal stems from nominal stems. The nominal

stems do not occur with tense suffixes. The verbal stems espe-

cially roots function as imperatives whereas the nominal roots

cannot function as imperatives in Purki language. The verbal

stems occur with the verbal participle suffix. Finally the verbal

stems do not occur with case suffixes whereas the nominal stems

occur with case suffixes.

3.2.1.1. Stem classes

The verbal stems may broadly be classified into two classes.

This classification is based on the basis of past tense suffix. Those

stems which take ~s as the past tense suffix form class 1 and

those which do not take -s as the past tense suffix but -^ as the

past tense suffix form class 2. Class 1 is a larger class compared

to class 2.

P^^anma
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3.3.1. Classification of Adjectives

Adjectives in Purki can be classified into two categories :

(i) basic and (ii) derived. Those adjectives which belong to

the basic category are not derived from other grammatical

categories. As the term implies the adjectives which belong

to the derived category are derived from other grammatical

categories. The adjectives can be further classified as

adjectives of QMa/i7>' and Quantity. This distinction is based

on the criterion of distributional differences.



The occurrence of all these categories is optional. Only the

head noun occurs obligatorily in a noun phrase construction.

The various types of noun phrase constructions may be shown



N
Demons. + N

Demons. + adj.QuaLi+ N
Demons. + adj.Qual.i+ adj.Qual.2+ N

Demons. -|- adj.Qual.i+ adj.Qual.2-r adj.Qual.3+ N
Demons.+ adj.Qual.i+ adj.Qual.2+ adj.Qual.3' + Nh + Nm

Demons.+ adj.Qual.i+ adj.Qual.2+ adj.Qual.g, •• +Nh+ Nm + adj.Quan.

Demons.+ adj.Qual.i+adj.Qual,2+ adj.Qual.3, Nh
| j^e^Tu^r}

"^ adj.Quan.

Noun Phrase

Demons

.

Proximate

I

Remote

I

I

within the out of
sight sight

I

adj. Qual. Noun
I

Nh

I

adj. Quan.

Collective
measure

Quan.

I I I

adj. Qual.i adj. Qual. 2 adj. Quals,.



Verb Phrase

I

Main Verb Time Place

III I

Verb Object Instrument Dative,



4.1.4. Word Order

Purki is a verb final language. In Purki, verb normally

occurs in the fihal position of a sentence. The word order is

subject, object and -verb (SOV). Subject occurs in the initial

position of a sentence. Object follows the subject but precedes

the verb. The word order is not a grammatical feature. It

is implied by this statement that the change in the word order

docs not produce ungrammatical sentences. Unlike English

where the word order is a grammatical feature in Purki it is a

stylistic feature. The change in the word order for stylistic

purposes does not affect the grammaticality of a sentence. The

cases such as Instrument, Dative, Ablative etc. precede the

main verb.
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